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ABSTRACT
With the features of computer network based on packet
switching mode, a new variable bitrate, subband speech coding
scheme which is combined the CELP (Code Excited Linear
Predictive Coding), vector quantization and wavelet
decomposition techniques is proposed in this paper. This
subband speech coding scheme based on CELP provides a
flexible variable bitrate speech coding method and suits packet
switching network. It allows the switch nodes to regulate or
control the transmission bitrate of speech within a large flexible
range actively. A lot of speech coding experiments show that the
result is satisfying.

1. INTRODUCTION

The main goal of speech coding is to realize the speech
information or data compression. Owing to the quick
development of computer network based on packet switching
mode, many more new techniques, products and applications of
multimedia communication on the computer network is
appearing frequently, such as video-conference, IP-telephone,
distance-learning and medical treatment etc. Under such situation,
speech-coding technique finds more wide application fields.
Many new requirements are put forward for speech coding at the
same time.

The new subband speech coding scheme proposed here is aim at
providing an effective speech communication method in current
and future general network.based on packet switching or
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM).

2. THE OVERVIEW OF PACKET
SWITCHING MODE AND EMBEDED

CODING

2.1 The Features of Speech Coding in Packet
Switching Network

Though the computer network based on packet switching mode
or ATM is very convenient for user to transfer various data. Two
problems have to be solved when audio and video information is
communicated over such network. One is the packet (or cell)
delay variation (jitter). Another is the packet (or cell) loss.

In computer network, the speech packet delay DT is consist of 5
factors below:
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tad and tda are the delay of A/D and D/A conversion. T is the
length of a speech packet. D is the delay of a packet transfering
to end point over network, which cause the packet delay
variation. B is the time of a packet restored in buffer, which is
used to smooth packet jitter. In order to overcome packet jitter,
the topline of B has to be enlarged. The total speech packet delay
DT is enlarged at same time then. Research and practice show
that the maximum of DT is between 300-600ms. When the delay
of a speech packet is beyond the value, it may be dealed as loss.

The packet loss is also caused by channel error and congestion. If
the packet loss ratio is greater than 5-10%, the quality of decoded
speech will degenerate rapidly. This is the feature or problem of
speech communication whitin computer network. It should be
solved by combining speech coding techniques and network
tranfser mode to provide a good or acceptable QoS for speech
transfer.

2.2 The Embeded ADPCM for Packet Speech
Coding

The standard ITU-T recommendation G.727 specifies an
embedded ADPCM algorithm supporting 5-, 4-, 3-, and 2-bits
per sample. It is designed for packet speech communication. In
G.727, the ADPCM samples are divided into 2, 3, or 4 core bits
and 0, 1, 2, or 3 enhancement bits. The core bits provide for the
basic function of the algorithm by providing the feedback to the
signal estimator while the enhancement bits add quality to the
speech provided by the core bits. This allows the enhancement
bits to be stripped or deleted in overload situations while still
maintaining the understandability of the speech. The core and
enhancement bits are normally concatenated into a single sample
with the core bits being the most significant.

2.3  The Subband Speech Coding and DWT

By spliting the speech signal into several subbands, the bit
allocation for each suabband may be optimized with the
perceptual features of hearing. Subband speech coding may be
implemented with many different methods of band division
effectively. Wavelet transformation is a very useful tool for
signal analysis. The Mallat algorithm for discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) is, in fact, a classical scheme in the signal
processing community, known as a two channel subband coder
using conjugate quadrature filters or quadrature mirror filters



(QMF). If HiF_R and LoF_R are high- and low-pass filter of
reconstruction, HiF_D and LoF_D are high- and low-pass filter
of decomposition, the QMF relation of them can be expressed as
follow: (N is the order of wavelet)
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In ours subband speech coding scheme, we take the Daubechies
wavelet as the tool to splite speech signal.

3. THE SUBBAND SPEECH CODIND
SCHEME BASED ON CELP

3.1 The Variable Bitrate CELP Coder

CELP speech coding is a reasonable, fine and “approximately
perfect” speech-coding mode based on speech production theory,
analysis-by-synthesis, perceptual weighting, vector quantization
and LPC (Linear Predictive Coding). A high quality speech
coding may be achieved with CELP at low or medium bitrate. It
has become the basic of many speech coding standards such as
ITU G.728, G.729 and G.723.1 etc.

In CELP coder, the excitation source has both periodic
components, contributed by the adaptive codebook, and random
components contributed by one or more fixed codebooks. At the
decoder or synthesizer, the excitation signal is reconstructed
using the codebook indices (pitch lag for the adaptive codebook
and shape index for the fixed codebook) and gain indices
(adaptive and fixed codebook gains). This excitation signal is
then filtered by the linear predictive synthesis filter (LP synthesis
filter H(z) ). This filter is obtained by interpolating the LPC
coefficients of successives analysis frames, where the LPC
coefficients are reconstructed using the LPC indices. Finally, a
postfilter is applied in order to enhance the speech sound quality.
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During the LPC coefficients calculation, a weighting filter W(Z)
is used to match the perceptual feature of  ear with the spectral of
residual signal. (The  weighting factor γ  is between 0-1, usually

is 0.8.)
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We refered to the frame structure of mode � in MPEG4 CELP
coder, designed and implemented a speech coding prototype
system for narrow band speech (cut-off frequency is 3.4kHz,
sampling frequency is 8kHz) which can realize the high quality
speech coding at variable bitrate from 3850bps (bit per second) to

12200bps. The configuration such as frame size, number of
subframes per frame and the size of subframe  is given in Table 1.

Table 1. CELP Coder Configuration for NB speech

Bit Rate(bps) Frame Size
(Samples)

Number of
Subframes

Subframe
Size

3850, 4250, 4650 320 4 80
4900, 5200, 5500 240 3 80
5700, … , 7300, 160 2 80
7700, … ,10700 160 4 40
11000, …,12200 80 2 40

3.2 The Structure of the Subband Coder Based
on CELP

Although the variable bitrate CELP coder can realize the high
quality speech coding within a large bitrate range. There are two
problems when it is used in computer network directly. One
problem is that the basic coder is sensitive to the channel error
and the loss of packet or cell. Its performance would degenerate
in such cases. Another is that only the coder of information
source  can regulate or control the coding bitrate. The switch
nodes cann’t affect the bitrate directly when the network is
congestion or overloading.

Taking account of the features of packet switching network, a
new variable bitrate, subband speech coding scheme which is
combined the CELP, wavelet decomposition technique and etc. is
proposed. Figure 1 gives its structure.

The basic principle and features are as follow:

gAs a kind of subband coding scheme, the first step is to split
the input speech into two subbands.  The DWT of 5 order
Daubechies wavelet is used.

g CELP is taked as the key coding method to achieve a high
effective speech coding. The variable bitrate CELP coder
implemented above can be used to code the two splited subbands
respectively.

gBecause the low subband signal is much more important than
high subband siganl. Like the embedded ADPCM algorithm in
G.727, the CELP code of low subband signal is taked as “core
bits” and high subband as “enhancement bits”.

gDuring the transmission of speech with the new coding scheme
in packet switch network such as internet, the packet or cell of
low subband data must be taked as the prior information and be
communicated without any errors. The high subband data may be
discarded to maintain a basic quality comunication when the
network is overloading.

gThe high subband signal mostly has noise-like feature, so other
coding method such as high compression ratio VQ can be used
efficiently also.



3.3 Correctness Analysis of the Coder

Many researchs prove that ear is very sensitive to low frequancy
component. Narrow band speech can be divided into as much as
17 Critical Bands, only 4 Critical Bands exist in the range of 2.0-

3.4kHz. The remaining 13 Critical Bands is below 2.0kHz. An
example of narrow band speech spectrolgram is given in Figure 2.

All the rational analys and the follow practice prove that taking
the code of high subband as “enhancement bit” is correct.

  

Figure.2. The Spectrolgram of a Speech Segment

.

4. RESULTS
In coding test, Daubechies wavelet of 5 order is used to subband
spliting. Low-subband signal is coded with CELP coder. High-
subband signal is coded with CELP coder or VQ. Two VQ
codebooks of 16*8 (entry *dimension) and 32*10 are generated
with LBG algorithm. The SNR of them is 3.1298dB and
3.6400dB.

Here L, HL and HH represent the low subband, low half band of
high subband and high half band of high subband respectively.
L+HL represents the combination of low subband and the half

band of high subband. L+H represent he combination of low
subband and the high subband.

Table 2 is a coding test results of a speech segment (bei3 feng1)
under several different kinds of subband conbination. The low-
subband is coded at 6000bps with CELP. The waveform of them
is displayed in Figure 3.

If only high-subband signal is coded with the two VQ codebook
and other coding condition is same as former test, the coding
results is showed in table 3 as follow. Table 4 show the SNRs of
a test at various coding bitrate and with different band
combination.

                        Table 2. The Results of a Speech Segment Coding Test(a)
High-Subband 6000 bps  CELP 3850 bps  CELP
Conbination L L+HL L+H L+HL L+H

Full Band
6000 bps

MOS 3.3 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.7
SNR(dB) 8.2707 8.3384 8.7530 8.3052 8.6367 10.2766

Table 3. The Results of a Speech Segment Coding Test(b)
High-Subband 4000 bps   16*8VQ 4000 bps   32*10VQ
Conbination L  L+HL   L+H L+HL   L+H
MOS 3.2   3.4   3.4 3.5 3.5
SNR(dB) 8.2707   8.0393   8.3724 8.0775 8.3982

Input Speech
High-subband

Low-subband

Spliting Speech
Band with DWT

Coding with CELP

(Take as “core bit”)

(Further Spliting,) Coding
with CELP or VQ

Output Code

Channel

                 Figure 1. The Basic Structure of the Subband Coder
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Table 4. The SNRs of a test at various coding bitrate and with different band combination

Bitrate (bps) 3850 4650 6000 7100 8300 9500 10700 12200
Full band 8.0882 9.2584 10.3954 11.0821 11.9460 12.1989 12.6614 12.7840
L 5.7414 6.6321 8.1081 8.6203 9.5986 10.3489 10.5487 10.6736
L+HL 5.7573 6.3442 8.1469 8.6652 9.6741 10.4321 10.6308 10.7597
L+H 5.8847 6.6599 8.4248 9.0028 10.1266 11.0030 11.2283 11.3503

Figure 3. The Waveforms of  Coding Tests (a)

5. CONCLUSION

Coding test show that this new subband speech coding scheme
based on CELP can not only realize the spliting and combining
of the speech bands conveniently, but also obtain the high
compression ratio coding of speech signal. It provides a flexible
variable bitrate speech coding method and suits packet switching
network. It allows the switch node to regulate or control the
transmission bitrate of speech within a large flexible range
actively. A lot of informal listening tests prove that its
performance is satisfying.
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